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This study is designed to examine further the role of aggressive

cues in combination with provocation in causing aggression, while paying

special attention to the problems of the role of anger which have been

overlooked in previous researth.

Imbedded in a complex interactive
hypothesis examined in the "Champion"

series 2
(for overviews see Berkowitz, 1962, 1965, 1969) is the idea that

humans have to be angry to be aggressive. From several of the traditional

studies originating out of Berkowitz's Wi!:zonsin laboratories, an hypothe-

sis hrs been generated that in the presence of appropriate (yet loosely

defined) aggressive cues, if frustration-provocation leads to anger, then

aggression is the probable result. Although the "Champion" model has been

challenged and specified in several ways, little attention has been paid

to potential problems with the crucial variable anger.

Fixst, anger typically has been assessed with a post-maaipulation

mood check list. This mood questionnaire may not validly detect the pres-

ence of anger. It is possible that demand characteristics of laboratory

situations (Adzir, 1973) lead subjects to attribute anger to themselves.

Second, authors in the "Champion" series have tested the multivariate

hypothesis with anger as r.n intervening variable without directly con-

trolling fo ,. anger to see if thc relationship is substantially reduced.

Anger us',:ally has been associated with the frustration-provocation manipu-

lation. Then provocntion has been relabeled anger and associated with

aggression (e.g., Berkoit.4 and Geen, 1966, 1967). This does not demon-

strate necessarily thit those who are angered are in fact those who arc

more likely to behnvo i!.gressively; nor does this allow for demonstrarIng
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the possibility (which might be labeled partially intervening) whereby

provocation may produce aggression both through inger and dire,:tly.

None of the "Champion" series, and, in fact, no study of aggres:Ave

behavior, has tested !Ile intervening link of anger directly in a simple

three variable Ilultivariate model of any fashion.

The major purpose of this study was to reexamine Ole role of anger

in aT, aggressive exchc similar to the "ChartTion" studies. Two hypothe-

ses concerninF. anger wore derived from these studies: (1) provocation

leads to anger; and (2) in the presence of aggressive cues, provocation

will lead to aggression only if the subjects arc angered (this is an

alternative wny of specifying anger as an intervening variable).

A subsidiary purpo:;e of this study was to explore furtlx the role

of zp;res!:ive cues in combintion with provocatior. The fact that aggres-

sive stimli may have a modeling or cuing !ffect is consistent with a

great deal of literature on modeling of aggresion (Hicks, 1965; Wheeler

and Smith, 1967; Bandura, Ross and Poss, 1961, 1963) hut inconsistent with

various :.tudios wIlerc it appears that nggressive r!ues may have on inhibit-

ing (Ellis, et nl., 1971) or cathartic effect (Feshbach nnd Singer, 1971).

As Coen (1()6) indientc, the "Cho-pien" series assumes that without

au.ressive cues prcosorati.on Is unlikely to lead to aggression. 17:.rt1ier-

vore ser studies have feur l'a greater effect if the cues are associated

with thc! provocateur (BorLowitz, 1965; Berkowitz and Ccen, 1966; Geen and

Berl..owit, 1967) uhr:roas othrs have not Wrkowitz and LePar;c, 1967).

Frc7, thc strier, i. is possihl,! to L:xpect to confirr; t%:o

ndditic::17 hyir,thercf: ( ) if provoked, ;1-0,:f:ive cne:1 will tcnd to
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increasc the degree f aggression and that (4) the presence of associated

cues will increase the degree of aggression even more.

Among the suggested alternative explanations for these findings

concerning the effects of themedia is one that involves the crucial role

of anger. It is possible that, in those situations where anger is aroused,

violence in media has a modeling or eliciting effect (in combination with

provocation as suggested by the "Champion" series. Whereas in those

studies in which anger was not aroused, violence in the media may have

had a cathartic or Inhibiting effect. Recently Ellis, et al., (1971),

found that under certain conditions if the aggressive stimuli are associa-

ted with the provocateur, subjects would be relctively less aggressive

than if cues arc not associated, They also gave some indication that the

presence of aggressive cues would serve to inhibit the degree of aegres-

sion im nonprovoked subjects. Their study suggested two additional

hypotheses: (5) the presence of aggressive stimuli will serve to inhibit

the.degree of aggression in nonprovoked subjects; (6) the presence of

associated aggressive stimuli will serve to inhibit aggression in non-

provoked subjects more than for those for whom stimuli are nonassociated.

rinrOly, although Berl:owitz and his followers maintain that aggres-

sive cues are necessary condition which qualifies the frustration-

ap.gresninn hypothesis, a perusal of such studies will quickly indicate

that in those studi,-; where aggression exchanged (e.g., Berkowitz and

Geeri, 1966; Berkowi s and Isl'age, ic:)7), the strongest effect seems to

be due not to the presence of aggressive cues but to the main effect of

provocation. Hence the final prediction
that (7) regardless of level

of anger, provocation will produce aggression.
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Method

Sub'ects and desien. Thirty-two subjects were selected from white

male elementary school students; they were randomly assigned to each cell.
3

The basic design was a three (aggressive stimuli) by two (provocation)

factorial. Levels of e:Tosures to aggressive stimuli included no aggres-

sive stimuli, nenassociated aggressive stimuli and associated aggressive

stimuli. Levels of provocation included high provocation or no provoca-

tion. rive subjects were randomly assigned to each cell. In addition to

this basic design, anger was measured for each subject and served as a

covariable in the analysis.

Aggresive stimuli. The nonaggrcssive stimulus condition was a

three-minute presentation of a television scene in which two boys were

shown in a pinyground playin:; a marble game. The boys were engaged in

friendly and cooperative play. The nonassociated, aggressive stimulus

condition involved the same two boys playing a similar marble game. In

this instance, however, the boys were fighting over whose marble vas on

the ground, socki:g each other, pushing and shoving each other in order

to get in position to take a tnrn. They wrestled each other to the ground

and were seen in several clenches. The associated cue condition involved

the smc television scL'ne as the nonassociated cues; subjects wore told

that the boys in the televis'ion scene came from the sane school an their

opponent in this particular experiment.

Provocation. A block stacking game wAs presented (Ulrich, 1967).

The fuhject was ask,N1 to stack blocks on a sludent desk mounted on spring::.

The drk N,ald bc vibrated to knock over the blocks by means of a motor
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hidden within it. A green light was mounted on the desk beside a button.

(This button was not operative in this experiment.) Subjects were informed

that they were competing for prizes in terms of the most blocks stacked

on the vibrating desk. The provocation manipulation involved an ostensible

other subject vibrating the subject's desk to prevent him from stacking

blocks.

In the provocation condition the subject's desk was vibrated for

three two-second intervals randomly interspersed during each of ten thirty-

second stacking periods. In the no provocation condf.tion the subject's

desk was not vibrated.

Anger. Anger was indicated by means of a ten millimeter changa from

a base line irr.!ilsure of systolic blood pressure measured on a polygraph.

This has Leen found to be a relatively reliable correlate of anger in a

Jeries of studies (Buss, 19u1; Hokanson, et al., 1970). This measure was

selected rather than a mood questionnaire on the asw.mption that (1) it

mdght be less obtrusive rhan taking mood checklist data while en aggres-

sive exchange wns c:mtinuing and (2) because asking subjects about their

anger after the exchange might be subject to distortion by self attribu-

tion of anger if they had aggressed.

Aggression. Aggression was measured in two ways. First, the num-

ber of )ot pedal depressions (ostensibly a foot pedal depression shook

the subject's opponent's desk) was counted. Second, the total time of

pressing wan recorded.

Procedure. Subjects were brought in one at a tiMe during the school

day. The assistant obtained the subject from his class and brought him

7
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to a relatively isolated portion of the school in which there was a

stage. The subject passed through a hall where a desk for the ostensi-

ble other subject was located. This dc:k looked identical with the one

to -.,hich the subject was takcm% Before being seated, the sOject was

introuuced to the evperimenter on the stage in full view ol ttir equi:pment.

The experimental booth was illrmcdiatcly off the stage and corigittod of a 6

by 6 enclo7-Aire with a curtnin blocking off the stage. The assistant

introduced the instructions: "Hi, we'd like you to play .; game with us

uhere you have a chance to yin one of these prizes. OK?" (asistant

showed subject a baski...t full of toys) "Here's what we'd.like you to do.

We'd like you to take seven of these blocks and stack them seven high

like this (assistant stacked the blocks to illustrate what she :::2zult)

ulth your r4,ht hand (assistont pointed t.o subject's right hand). Do

you understand? Odle you're stacking blocks with your right hand, we'd

like to listen to your left_ arm with thin (pointed to the blood pressure

cuff). Let me show you, 0';:?" (The assistant put on the cuff and waited

for the experienter to reasur,! blood pressure.) "Do you sec this green

light? Whenever thir:. green light goes on we want you to stack blocks.

Whenever ic goes oLf we want you to rest, OK? See this foot pedal?

(assistant pointf. Lo foot pedal) A kid from Arcadia School (a similar

school in another p:,rt of town) is stacking blocks when you are. He can

knock down your blocks by stepping on his pedal and you can knock'down

his blocks by stepping on your pedal. It shakes the desk like this"

(assist:ifit shook the dcF10. "C;:n you tell what we want you to do so

that ye know that you understand?" (If Cho subject could not describe the



procedure, the 6irections were repeated.) "Before we begin I have to

tell the other boy from Arcadia what to do. While I'm gone you can

watch this TV program..." (introduced aggressive stimulus manipulation)

...of some kids from Arcadia playing" (associated cue condition) or

"sumc kids playing" (no aggressive cues/nonassociated aggressive cues).

The subject was randomly exposed to one of the aggressive stimuli condi-

tions. After the TV film the assistant returned and told the subject,

"when the green light goes on you can stack the blocks." The subject

then played a series of tcn Lhirty-second trials with a fifteen-second

waiting period between trials. At the onset of the third trial the blood

pressure, as a measure of arousal, was recorded. Upon completion of the

ten trials, after a short pause, :he subject's blood pressure was again

taken and the :7;ubjecrs were examined as to what they thought about the

video tape.

Results

'Provocation and rawer. The first hypothesis was: the greater the

provocation, the greater the anger. Comparing the effects of provoca-

tion en anger, anger is significantly related to provocation (p ( .054).

Seven of the provexed subjects were angered. Only three of the nonprovoked

subjects were angered.

Age,ressive stimi, provocation and a ,rennion for angry subjects.

The second hypothesis was: in the presence of aggrez;sive cues, the greater

the provocation the graater the aggression, if the subject is angered.

Ta")le 1 presents the means for both measures of a3gression (the number of

shaKes rue the length of shalzing) by the provocation and aggressive stimuli

(TAME ONE ABOUT HERE)
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conditions. Table Two A presents tests of significance based upon a

multiple analysis of variance for repeated measures employing the same

variables as in Table One. Table Two B presents tests of significance

based upon a multiple atalysis of covariance for repeated measures which

emplo,,,s anger as the additie.al covarialle. (A comparison of the latter

two tables allows for a rest to see whether anger is acting as an ir'eer-

vening variable.) Thi hypothesis does not receive support for uao

reasons. First, from a compari6oa of Tables Two A and B, the control

for anger does not eliminate tLe association between provocation and

(T1BLES 'MO A AND B ABOUT HERE)

aggression. Thus anger is rot the crucial intervening variable. Second,

from the analyses of variance and covariance, it appe;:rs that the main

effeet of provocatien is sigifie:mt regardless of vhother aggressive

stimuli are present or not. (The main effect of provocation is signifi-

cant; the interaction between provocation and stimuli is not). From the

Duncan iltiple llanr,e Test It appears that this is true for the number of

shakes measure of aggression, but does not hold for the length of shakes.

The prcr:ocation cffc,ct is only significantly different from nonprovocation

for the aggressive stimuli conditions.

Proveetion2 rti7lulf and a-,gression. Hypothesis three

suggests that: reg,ardless of Palger, aggressive cues are expected to inter-

act with prcvocation. :clre explicitly, if provoked, aggressive cues will

increasa the dou,rve of ;,r,ression. This hypothesis is not supported by

either r,ultiple anily i o variance or the Duncan liultiple Range Test.

Frovoertion a-soriate0 an0 nogre.;sion. From Tables One and

Two it is clear that hypothc-sis four, the hypothesis that associated

10
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stimuli may interact with provocation and aggression, likewise receives

no support. The presence of associated cues had neither a systematic

nyr a significant effect in increasing the degree of aggression beyond

that of aggressive cues in general.

Inhibition. Hypothcses five and six predict that aggressive stimuli

will inhibit the dekiree of aggression in nonprovoked subjects. The failure

to find statistical interaction for a relationship between provocation and

aggressive stimuli and the failure for there to be a sirnificant decrease

in aggression in the table of cell means indicates that there is no support

for the role of aggressive stimuli as inhibitors whether r,ssociatcd with

the nonprovocatcnr or not associated.

Provocation and niTression. As indicated above, whether anger or

aggressive are controlled or not, provocation is significduhly

related to aggression.

Discussion

'me role of ar'er. In previous research, anger has been assumed to

bc synonymous with provocation. Provocation, not anger, has been related

to and associated with aggression. Yet anvr has kept its important sta-

tus as an intervening variable. In this research, where anger was con-

trolled separately, aner did not appreciably reduce the provocation-

aggrossio.1 relationship. Thus, for these young males anger did not appear

to be a crucial intcrveaing variable. On the basis of this researc'h it

scorns plausible that a rcanalysis of past Lesearch in the "Champion"

studies might also diconfirm the role of anger.

11
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The role of=ressive cues. If provocation am aggressive stimuli

are considered with their joint effect upon the combined number of shakes

and length of shakin aggression measures, or if a more conservative

multiple analysis of covariance is considered to assess the statistical

significance of their joint effects, one might conclude that there is no

significant combined effect of provocation and cues upon aggressive

behavior. However, if it would be legitimate to consider the length

of shaking variables alone, thcn the Duncan Multiple Range Tests suggest

that the conditions in which aggressive stimuli arc combined with provo-

cation are significantly different from the no provocation condition,

but that provocation without aggressive stimuli is not significantly

different from no provocation. That is, in terms of the degree of aggres-

:Jon measured by length of chaking alone, pro..ocation is not significantly

different from no provocation unless aggressive stimuli are combined with

that provocation.

Why might it be le.gitimate to consider length of shaking alone? In

this, and.post research, tbe experimental confederate is the first to

aggress. Subjects seem to strike back a similar number of times. This

does not vi.elate ',hat Couldncr (1960) labels a strong norm uf reciprocity

in American culture. A 1:)re subtle way to intensely respond to the

provocation of the opponent involves varying the intensity in terms of

the length of ti:Ae, rather than the number of times one reciprocn.Los.

rote that the subjects received sixty recolids worth of shaking. The time

subjects reciprocated is only surpassed in the aggrestive stimuli condi-

tions.. Human subjects may be responding to the total context of the

12



experimental situatioll which includes potential evaluation by ..he experi-

menter. Generally, adults viewing children do not reinforce aggressive

behavior. However, in American culture adults may reinforce reciprocity.

Given such stimulus conflict, the resolution may be to appear to be

reciprocating while subtly responding with greater aggression. The

validity of this speculation is contingent, of course, upon future research.

The role of provocation. In this, as in much previous research, the

strongest relationship was between provocation and aggression. Provoca-

tion has often been labeled frustration (Berkowitz, 1969) but it might

be conceptually profitable to consider it attack (Buss, 1961; Geen) 1968)

in a competitive situation. Several studies of aggressiVe behavior,

whatever else tHeir rationale to the subject, involve some implicit or

explicit contest. Minimally, ane is compared to other subjects who are

trying to T.:in the experimenters' esteem or compete (i.e., "perform")

under stress. 'nerhaps, rather than frustration, the attack under com-

petitive conditions operates tc change the situation to ane of competitive

exchange whore the controlling variables are those of consequences (rein-

forcers) not antecedent conations (see Hokanson, 7970, or Ellis, et al.,

1971). 1;e need farthor research in similar sitnations which more system-

atically rnE cxplicitly varies consequences to fully explicate the role

of Provocation.

In sum, it is clear that young =a= vil1 return cggression vhcn pro-

voked vhethcr an:;crc :! cr r..7,t. and whether acgressive cues are present or

not. Eowevar, in some circumstances, they nay tend to be =ore agtressive

if th(7 'have baan e.Kposed to aggressive sti=uli, particularly vhaft suCh

1 3
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aggression can be covertly expressed. From this study we might conclude

that these subjects reciprocated aggression when provoked and covertly

increased their aggression beyond reciprocity in the presence of aggres-

sive cues. Thus,studies in aggression may profit by turning their atton-

tion from cnzer to reciprocity.

1 I



Footnotes

1. This research received partial support from a Western Michigan,
University Faculty Research Grant and from The Behavior Research
Development Center. I wish to thank S. Tong and D. Steir for
experimental assistance and G. Blevins and S. Robin for comments
on the nanuscript.

2. The "Champion" series is so titled because in several of the studies
the subjects were exposed 1:o a manipulation in which some saw the
boxing sequence in the movie of the above name in which Kirk Douglas
was the star. In Chose studies where the aggressive stimuli were to
be associated with the expert.cental confederate the confederate was
ostensibly named "Kirk."

3. Two subjects were eliminated because they were personally acquainted
.7ith the experimenter.

4. It is only in these cenditions that the time of shaking is significantly
different from nenprovocation conditions.
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TABLE ONE

Nean Table Shakc
by Degree of Provocation and Type of Stimuli

No Aggressive
Stimuli

Nonassociated
Aggressive Stimuli Aggressive Stimuli

Ntamber of Shakes

Trovocation 37.2a* 37.6a 52.0a

No Provocation 1.6b 5.2b 2.6b

Le:mth of Shakes

Provocation 39.2ab 102.1z 83.1a

No Provocation .7b 2.2b .9b

* Numbers with siralzr stiscripts are not sigaificantly different at .05,
accorSing to D=can 1tiple Ranze Test.

18



TABLE TWO A

Multiple Analysis of Variance for the Effects
of Type of Aggressive Stimuli and Degree of Provocation,

on the Number and Time of Table Shakes

Source of Variance df F Probability

Provocation 2 24.790 .000

Aggressive Stim1174 4 1.133 .353

P. x A.S. 4 2.177 .086

TA7r B

Anal'.-sis of Covariance for thc.. Effects
of Type ef Aggressive Stimuli and Degree ef Provocation

en t^sa Number an:: Time of Table Shakes,
1.;11:211 Dcgree of Arousal is Controlled

Source of Varianca df F Probability

Prevoczztion ,
,_ 19.137 .030

Aggressive Sti=li 4 1.461 .229

P. x A.S. 4 2.121 .093

Anzer
(within cells
regression)

2 .057 .944
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